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ABSTRACT.
Geomorphicthresholdswere definedinitiallyas the conditionat which thereis a significantlandformchangewithouta
change of external controls such as base level, climate and land use. Landformsevolve to a condition of incipient instability
following which change or failure occurs. Subsequently, through usage, the definitionhas been broadenedto include abrupt
roof
landformchangeas a resultof progressive
hange externalcontrols.Therefore,it is now appropriateto recognizeboth intrinsic
and extrinsic geomorphic thresholds. The threshold concept has practical significance. If the threshold conditions can be
recognized,not only will differentexplanationsfor some landformsemerge but also the ability to identify incipientlyunstable
landformsand to predicttheirchangewill be of valueto landmanagersand engineers.For example,the developmentof gulliesand
fan-head trenches can be explained by the depositionalsteepening of valley floors and fan-heads to threshold slope. As a
consequence,as yet ungullied but potentiallyunstableareascan be recognized.In addition,channelpatternvariationsand the
conversionof meanderingchannelsto braidedones, and of braidedchannelsto single-thalwegsinuousones can occur naturallyat
pattern thresholds.Such changes can also be accomplishedartificially,when it is recognizedthat a channel is near a pattern
threshold.Sedimentyield variationswill be relatedto these periodsof instability.Recognitionof this will aid in the explanationof
some hydrologic,sedimentologic,and stratigraphicanomalies.

INTRODUCT ION

IN the past geomorphologistsconcentratedtheir effortson the developmentof an understand-

ing of the erosional and depositionalevolution of landformsthrough geologic time. More
recently we have departedfrom this approach,when it was realizedthat it is the details of
landscape evolution that require elaboration and explanation if traditional geomorphic problems are to be solved and if geomorphic research is to be of value to those who are managing and
attempting to control various components of the landscape (rivers, slopes, flood-plains).

Therefore,an understandingof the functioningof geomorphicsystemsovershortspansof time
is mandatory.When this is attemptedit is soon apparentthat the extrapolationof measured

average rates of erosion and deposition to longer periods of time is misleading, in the sense that
they do not reveal the natural complexity of landform development or the variability of existing
landforms.
Owing to the complexity of Quaternary climatic and tectonic histories, topographic and
stratigraphic variability can be conveniently explained as a result of climatic and tectonic events.
In this way the compulsion to fit geomorphic and stratigraphic details into a Quaternary
chronology is satisfied as well as the basic scientific need to identify cause and effect. However,
as the details of Holocene stratigraphic and terrace chronologies are studied, a bewildering array

of changesarerequiredto explainthe behaviourof a drainagesystem.In fact,it is now accepted
that some major erosional adjustments can be induced by rather insignificant changes in the
magnitude and frequency of storm events (Leopold, 195I).
The numerous deviations from an orderly progression of the erosion cycle have led many
to discount the erosion cycle concept completely. Current practice is to view the evolutionary
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development of the landscape within the conceptual framework of the erosibn cycle, but to
consider much of the modern landscape to be in dynamic equilibrium. There are obvious
shortcomings in both concepts. For example, although the cycle involves continuous slow
change, evidence shows that periods of relatively rapid system adjustment result from external
causes. This, of course, is equally true of geomorphic systems in dynamic equilibrium. That is
to say, for an abrupt change to occur in either the cycle or a system in dynamic equilibrium there
must be an application of an external stimulus. Hence, landscape changes and changes in rates of
depositional or erosional processes are explained by the influence of man, by climatic change or
fluctuations, by tectonics, or by isostatic adjustments.
One cannot doubt that major landscape changes and shifting patterns of erosion and
deposition have been due to climatic change and tectonic influences and that man's influence is
substantial. Nevertheless, it is the details of the landscape, the last inset fill, the low Holocene
terrace, modern periods of arroyo cutting and gulleying, alluvial fan-head trenching, channel
aggradation and slope failure that for both scientific and practical reasons of land management
require explanation and prediction. These geomorphic details are of real significance, but often
they cannot be explained by traditional approaches.
Another aspect of the problem is that within a given region all landforms did not respond to
the last external influence in the same way, and some seem hardly to have responded at all. This
is a major geomorphic puzzle that is commonly ignored. If land systems are in dynamic
equilibrium, components of the system should respond in a similar way to an external influence.
Hence, the effects of hydrologic events of large magnitude should not be as variable as they
appear to be.

In summary,the cyclic and dynamicequilibriumconceptsarenot of value in the location
of incipientlyunstablelandformsbecausewithin these conceptualframeworks,system change
is alwaysdue to externalforces.There is now both experimentaland field evidenceto indicate
that this need not be true.
The answerlies in the recognitionof additionalgeomorphicconceptsthatarenecessaryfor
an understandingof landformdevelopmentand evolution.The most importantof these is the
conceptof geomorphicthresholds.The additionalconceptsof complexresponseand episodic
erosionare a logicalconsequenceof the thresholdconception.
These conceptsare certainlynot new, and one need not searchlong to find a geomorphic
paperor book mentioningthresholdsor the complexitiesof geomorphicsystems(for example,
Chorleyand Kennedy, 1971; Tricart, 1965; Pitty,I97I). However,they havenot been directed
to the solution of specific problems nor has their significancebeen fully appreciated.The
assumptionthat all majorlandformchangesor changesin the ratesand mechanicsof geomorphic processescanbe explainedby climaticor tectonicchangeshaspreventedthe geologistfrom
consideringthat landforminstabilitymay be inherent.2
THRESHOLDS

Thresholdshave been recognizedin many fields and their importancein geographyhas been
discussedin detail by Brunet (1968). Perhapsthe best known to geologistsare the threshold
velocitiesthatarerequiredto set in motionsedimentparticlesof a givensize. With a continuous
increasein velocity,thresholdvelocitiesareencounteredat whichmovementbegins,and witha
progressivedecrease in velocity, threshold velocities are encounteredat which movement
ceases.These areBrunet's(1968,pp. 14 and 15) 'thresholdsof manifestation'and'thresholdsof
extinction',and they are the most commontypesof thresholdsencountered.However,when a
thirdvariableis involved,Brunet(1969, p. 19) identified'thresholdsof reversal.'An exampleof
this type of thresholdis Hjulstrom's(I935) curveshowingthe velocityrequiredfor movement
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of sediment of a given size. The curve shows that velocity decreases with particle size until
cohesive forces become significant, and then the critical velocity increases with decreasing
grain size. Another example of this type of relationship is the Langbein-Schumm (1958) curve
which shows sediment yield as directly related to annual precipitation and run-off until
vegetation cover increases sufficiently to retard erosion. At this point there is a decrease in
sediment yield with increased run-off and precipitation. Perhaps thresholds is not a good word
to describe the critical zones within which these changes occur, but it is a simple and easily
understood term.
The best known thresholds in hydraulics are described by the Froude and the Reynolds
numbers, which define the conditions at which flow becomes supercritical and turbulent.
Particularly dramatic are the changes in bed-form characteristics at threshold values of stream
power.
In the examples cited, an external variable changes progressively, thereby triggering
abrupt changes or failure within the affected system. Response of a system to an external
influence occurs at what will be referred to as extrinsic thresholds.That is, the threshold exists
within the system, but it will not be crossed and change will not occur without the influence of
an external variable.
Thresholds of the other type are intrinsicthresholds,and changes occur without a change in
an external variable. An example is long-term progressive weathering that reduces the strength
of slope materials until eventually there is slope adjustment (Carson, 1971) and mass movement
(Kirkby, 1973). Following failure, a long period of preparation ensues before failure can occur
again (Tricart, 1965, p. 99).

Glacialsurges,thatarenot the resultof climaticfluctuationsor tectonics(MeierandPost,

1969) probablyreflect periodic storageand releaseof ice, as an intrinsic thresholdof glacial

stabilityis exceeded. In semi-aridregionssedimentstorageprogressivelyincreasesthe slope of
the valleyflooruntil failureoccursby gullying.This is a specialtype of intrinsicthreshold,the
geomorphicthreshold(Schumm, 1973). It is a resultof landform(slope)changethroughtime to
a conditionof incipientinstabilityand then failure.Anotherexampleof a geomorphicthreshold
is providedby Koons (I955) who describedmorphologicchangesresultingin the collapseof
sandstone-cappedshale cliffs in the Mesa Verderegionin south-westernColorad6.Beneatha
verticalcliffof Mesa Verdesandstoneis a 32 to 38 degreeslopeof weakMancosShale.Through
time, the basalshale slope is erodedand reducedin height, therebyproducinga verticalshale
cliff beneaththe sandstonecap. At some criticalheight the cliff collapsesand the cycle begins
again. The episodic retreatof this escarpmentis the result of the changein cliff morphology
underconstantclimatic,base level and tectonicconditions.
Intrinsic thresholds are probably common in geologic systems, but only geomorphic
thresholdis one thatis inherentin the mannerof
exampleswill be consideredhere.A geomorphic
landformchange;it is a thresholdthatis developedwithinthe geomorphicsystemby changesin
the morphologyof the landformitself throughtime. It is the changein the landformitself thatis
most important,becauseuntil it has evolvedto a criticalsituation,adjustmentor failurewill not
occur.
The conceptof geomorphicthresholds,whichinvolveslandformchangewithouta change
in external controls challenges the well-establishedbasis of geomorphology,that landform
changeis the resultof some climatic,base-levelor land-usechange.Therefore,the significance
of the geomorphicthresholdconcept for the geomorphologistis that it makeshim awarethat
abrupt erosionaland depositionalchanges can be inherent in the normal developmentof a
landscapeand that a change in an externalvariableis not alwaysrequiredfor a geomorphic
thresholdto be exceededand for a significantgeomorphicevent to ensue.
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It is important to stress again that the geomorphic threshold as defined above is an intrinsic
threshold. If as a result of a climate change, discharge and flow velocities in a stream channel are
increased, the resulting bank erosion and meander cut-offs may convert a meandering stream to
a braided channel. In this case the cause of the pattern conversion is extrinsic, but if, as a result
of increasing channel sinuosity under unchanging average discharge, cut-offs occur which
convert a meandering reach to a straight reach the control is intrinsic. In the first case the change
may be regional in nature and in the second it may be local. However, explanation of locally
anomalous, erosional or depositional features is what is required for rational landform management.
During recent discussions with students and colleagues, it became apparent that the term
geomorphic threshold is being used in a much broader sense than originally intended, and a
revision of the definition is required.
The concept of intrinsic geomorphic controls was stressed because it initially provided a new
approach to the understanding of the details of the landscape that could be used for predictive
purposes. Nevertheless, there can also be extrinsic geomorphic thresholds. For example, in
common usage 'thresholds' can be the result of either cause or effect. That is, we speak of
hydraulic, velocity, shear, and stream power thresholds above which sediment moves or banks
fail, but we can also speak of bank, channel and slope stability thresholds, when the forces
causing the failures are not clearly identified and understood. Therefore, geomorphic
thresholds can be of two types, and they can be redefined in the following way. A geomorphic
threshold is a threshold of landform stability that is exceeded either by intrinsic change of the
landform itself, or by a progressive change of an external variable. Although the original

definitionis broadened,the conceptof abruptlandformchangeremains.
Evidence for geomorphic thresholds
Recent field and experimentalworksupportsthe conceptof geomorphicthresholds.The best
examplesresult from investigationsof gully distributionand streampatternvariability.
Gullies Field studies in valleys of Wyoming, Colorado,New Mexico, and Arizona
revealedthatdiscontinuousgullies,shortbut troublesomegulliedreachesof valleyfloors,canbe
relatedto the localoversteepeningof the valley-floorsurface(Schummand Hadley, 1959). For
example,the beginningof gully erosionin these valleystends to be localizedon steeperconvex
reaches of the valley floor. Carryingthis one step farther,with the concept of geomorphic
thresholdsin mind, for a given regionof uniformgeology,landuse and climate,a criticalvalley
slope will exist abovewhichthe steepestreachof the valleyflooris unstable.In orderto test this
hypothesis,measurementsof valley-floorgradientwere made in the PiceanceCreekBasin of
westernColorado.The areais underlainby oil shale,and the potentialenvironmentalproblems
that will be associatedwith the developmentof this resourceare considerable.
Within this area,valleyswere selected in which discontinuousgullies were present.The
drainageareaaboveeach gully was measuredon maps,and criticalvalleyslopesat the point of
gully developmentwere surveyedin the field. No hydrologicrecordsexist, so drainage-basin
areawasselectedas a substituteforrun-offandflooddischarge.Whenthis criticalvalleyslopeis
plotted against drainagearea, the relationshipis inverse (Fig. i), with gentler slopes being
characteristicof large drainageareas.As a basis for comparison,similarmeasurementswere
madein ungulliedvalleys,andthesedataarealsoplottedon Figure i. The lowerrangeof critical
slopes of the unstablevalleyscoincideswith the higherrangeof slopesof the stablevalleys. In
other words,for a given drainageareait is possibleto definea criticalvalleyslope abovewhich
the valleyflooris unstable.
Note that the relationshipdoes not pertain to drainagebasins smallerthan about four
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FIGURE
I. Relationbetweenvalley slope and drainagearea,PiceanceCreekBasin,Colorado.Line definesthresholdslope
that separates gullied from ungullied valley floor. (FROMPATTONANDSCHUMM,1975)

square miles. In these small basins variations in vegetative cover, which are perhaps related to
the aspect of the drainage basin or to variations in the properties of the alluvium, prevent
recognition of a critical threshold slope. Above four square miles there are only two cases of
stable valley floors that plot above the threshold line, and one may conclude that these valleys
are incipiently unstable and that eventually a flood will cause erosion and trenching in these
valleys.
Using Figure I, one may define the threshold slope above which trenching or valley
instability will take place in the Piceance Creek area. This has obvious implications for land
management for, if the slope at which valleys are incipiently unstable can be determined,
corrective measures can be taken to artificially stabilize such critical reaches, as they are
identified.
Note also that both intrinsic and extrinsic threshold conditions can be recognized on
Figure i. The steepening of the valley slopes by deposition will result in the exceeding of an
intrinsic geomorphic threshold, whereas an increase of run-off would have the effect of shifting
the points to the right until some cross the threshold line. Obviously, drainage area cannot be
increased, but, if a hydrologic variable were plotted on the abscissa of Figure I, the points would
shift to the right with an increase of discharge.
It seems possible that future work will demonstrate that similar relationships can be
established for other alluvial deposits. For example, fan-head trenches are another erosional
feature of variable distribution, and within a given region some fans are trenched and some are
not trenched (Bull, I968). The usual explanation for these features involves the extrinsic
controls of climate, tectonics, and land use, but strong geomorphic controls may also be present.
For example, during experimental studies of fan growth, (Schumm, 1977) precipitation was
delivered to a sediment source area at a constant rate. The resulting run-off and sediment moved
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fluvial fan was formed. The fan is
out of the drainage basin to a piedmont area where a miniatureinur
termed fluvial rather than alluvial, because the streams that were carrying the water and
sediment from the source area were perennial. During fan growth, the fan was trenched
repeatedly, as the fan-head steepened as a result of aggradation and then adjusted to this
oversteepened condition by trenching (Fig. 2). It should be emphasized that the trenching and
the reworking of the sediment and the subsequent back-filling of the channel by aggradation
were not due to any change in the experimental procedure or to changes in the intensity or
duration of the precipitation applied to the source area. The fan-head trenching occurred as a
result of the oversteepenin of the fan-head, and the trenching was the result of exceeding an
intrinsic geomorphic threshold.
It is important to realize that the threshold slope as indicated on Figure 2 will probably not
be a single value; rather there should be a range of slopes in a threshold zone that will depend on
vagaries of hydrology, land use, and lithology of the source area.
The concept of thresholds as applied to alluvial deposits in the western U.S.A. is
illustrated by Figure 3, where the decreasing stability of an alluvial fill is represented by a line
indicating increase of valley slope with time. Of course, a similar relation would pertain if, with
constant slope, sediment loads decrease slowly with time. Superimposed on the ascending line
of increasing slope are vertical lines showing the variations of valley floor stability caused by
flood events of different magnitudes. The effect of even large events is minor until the stability
of the deposit has been so reduced by steepening of the valley gradient that during one major
storm, erosion begins at time A. It is important to note that the large event is only the most
apparent cause of failure, as it would have occurred at time B in any case.
Studies of alluvial deposits in drylands suggest that large infrequent storms can be
significant but only when a geomorphic threshold has been exceeded. It is for this reason that
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FIGURE2. Diagram showing change in fan-head morphology through time, during an experimental study of fan growth.
When flow is spread at the fan-head, deposition increases the slope of the fan-head to a critical slope, at which time the
fan-head is trenched, and the flow is confined to the trench. Backfilling of the trench leads to a spread-flow condition at the
fan-head. This sequence of events occurred repeatedly during the experimental study
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FIGURE
3. Hypotheticalrelationbetweenvalley-floorgradientandvalley-floorinstabilitywith time. Superimposedon line

I, representingan increaseof valley-floorslope, are verticallines representinginstabilityof the valleyflooras relatedto
floodevents. When the ascendingline of valley-floorslope intersectsline 2 representingthe maximumslopeat whichthe
valleyis stable,failureor trenchingof the valleyalluviumwill occurat timeB. However,failuremayoccurearlier,at time
A as the resultof a majorstormor floodevent

high-magnitude low-frequency events may have only minor and local effects on a landscape in

this morphoclimaticregion.
River patterns Experimentalstudiesof rivermeanderinghavebeen performedby both
hydraulic engineers and geologists over many years. Such a study was designed to investigate
the influenceof slopeandsedimentloadson channelpatterns(SchummandKhan, 1972). It was
found, during these constant-discharge experiments, that if a straight channel was cut in alluvial

materialat a very low slope, the channelwouldremainstraight.However,at steeperslopes the
channelmeandered(Fig. 4). As the slopeof the alluvialsurfaceon whichthe model streamwas
flowing(valleyslope) was steepened,the velocityof flow increased,and shearforcesactingon
the bed and bank of the miniature channel increased. Slope in this case is an index of sediment
load and the hydraulic character of the flow as expressed by stream power. At some critical value
of stream power, bank erosion and shifting of sediments on the channel floor produced a sinuous
course. As slope increased beyond this threshold, meandering increased until at another higher
threshold the sinuous channel became a straight braided channel. The experiments revealed
that there is not a continuous change in stream patterns with increasing slope from straight
through meandering to braided, but rather the changes occur essentially at two threshold values
of slope, or stream power.
If the slope of a valley floor varies according to the sediment contribution from tributaries,
to variations in deposition during the geologic past or to tectonics, then the river should reflect
these changes of valley slope by changes in pattern. A comparison of the experimental results
with Mississippi River patterns was made possible by data obtained from the Vicksburg
District, Corps of Engineers. When these data are plotted, they show that variations in the
channel pattern of Mississippi River are related to changes of the slope of the valley floor (Fig. 5).
Summary
Although the increase of valley slope by deposition to a condition of instability is obviously an
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intrinsic control, the variations of valley-floor gradient that produce river-pattern changes are
an extrinsic control, as would be any change in sediment load or stream power that forces a
channel across a pattern threshold (Fig. 4).
A pattern change in response to intrinsic controls can occur when during meander
development, sinuosity and meander amplitude become too great, and the stream gradient is
reduced to the point where aggradation and meander cut-offs are induced.
When the valley slope is near a threshold, a major flood will significantly alter the stream
pattern. This conclusion has bearing on the work of Wolman and Miller (I960), concerning the
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geomorphic importance of events of high magnitude. They concluded that, although a major
amount of work is done by events of moderate magnitude and relatively frequent occurrence,
nevertheless, the large storm or flood may have a major role in landscape modification.
However, evidence on the influence of rare and large events on the landscape is equivocal. Major
floods have destroyed the flood-plain of the Cimarron River (Schumm and Lichty, 1963), but
they did not significantly affect the Connecticut River (Wolman and Eiler, I958).
These and other observations indicate that a major event may be of either major or minor
importance in landscape modification, and an explanation of the conflicting evidence requires
further consideration of the threshold concept. Some landscapes or components of a landscape
have apparently evolved to a condition of geomorphic instability and these landforms will be
significantly modified by a large infrequent event whereas others will be unaffected. Therefore,
there will be, even within the same region, different responses to the same conditions of stress.
When within a landscape some components fail by erosion whereas others do not, it is clear
that erosional thresholds have been exceeded locally. An important task for the geomorphologists is to locate incipiently unstable components of a landscape. The recognition of geomorphic
thresholds within a given region will be a significant contribution to the understanding of the
details of regional morphology as well as providing criteria for identification of incipiently
unstable land forms.
COMPLEX RESPONSE AND EPISODIC EROSION

It is inherent in the threshold concept that a landscape is not always in a condition of grade,
balance or equilibrium. The existence of the threshold suggests an inability of the landform to
adjust readily to a new equilibrium condition. During experimentation, a small drainage system
(Schumm and Parker, I973; Schumm, 1977) was rejuvenated by a slight (io cm) change of base
level. As anticipated, base-level lowering caused incision of the main channel and development

of a terrace (Fig. 6 A, B). Incision occurred first at the mouth of the system, and then
progressivelyupstream,successivelyrejuvenatingtributariesand scouringalluviumpreviously
depositedin the valley (Fig. 6B). As erosionprogressedupstream,the main channelbecamea
conveyer of upstreamsediment in increasingquantities, and the inevitable result was that
aggradationoccurredin the newly cut channel(Fig. 6C). However,as the tributarieseventually
becameadjustedto the new base level, sedimentloads decreased,and a new phase of channel
erosionoccurred(Fig. 6D). Thus, initialchannelincisionandterraceformationwasfollowedby
depositionof an alluvialfill, channel braiding,and lateralerosion, and then, as the drainage
system achieved stability, renewed incision formed a low alluvial terrace.This low surface
formedas a resultof the decreasedsedimentloadswhen the braidedchannelwasconvertedinto
a better definedchannelof lower width-depthratio.
Somewhat similar results were obtained by Lewis (1949) in a pioneering experiment
performedin a small wooden trough 4 m long and 50 cm wide. Lewis cut a simple drainage
patternin sediment(fourpartssand,one partmud).He then introducedwaterat the headof the
flumeinto both the mainchanneland into two tributaries.The mainchanneldebouchedonto a
'flood-plain'beforeenteringthe 'sea' (tail box of flume).
During the experiment,the break in slope or knickpointat the upstreamedge of the
'flood-plain'erodedback,rejuvenatingthe upstreamdrainagesystem. Initially,erosionin the
head waterswas rapidas the channelsadjusted,and depositionoccurredon the 'flood-plain',
thereby increasingits slope. As the upstreamgradientswere decreasedby erosion and the
stream courses stabilized, sediment supply to the 'flood-plain' decreased. Because of the
reductionof the sediment load the streamcut into the alluvialdeposits in the upper part of
the flood-plain to form a terrace. Lewis concludes that 'perhaps the most significantfact
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FIGURE6. Diagrammaticcrosssectionsof experimentalchannel I 5 m fromoutletof drainagesystem(baselevel) showing
reponseof channelto one loweringof base level.
A. Valleyand alluvium,which was depositedduringpreviousrun, beforebase level lowering.The low width-depth
channelflowson alluvium.
B. After base level loweringof io cm, channelincises into alluviumand bedrockfloorof valley to form a terrace.
C. Followingincision,bankerosionwidenschanneland partiallydestroysterrace.An inset alluvialfill is deposited,as
the sedimentdischargefrom upstreamincreases.The high width-depthrationchannelis braidedand unstable.
D. A second terraceis formedas the channel incises slightly and assumesa low width-depthratio in responseto
reducedsedimentload.With time, in nature,channelmigrationwill destroypartof the lowerterrace,and a flood
plain will form at a lower level

revealed by the . . . experiment is that terraces were built in the lower reaches without any

correspondingchangeof sea levels, tilt or discharge.'
The experimentalresults indicate that an event causingan erosionalresponsewithin a
drainagebasin (tilting, changesof base level, climaticand/orland use) automaticallycreatesa
negative feedback(high sediment production)which results in deposition;this is eventually
followedby incisionof alluvialdepositsas sedimentloads decrease.
A similarsequenceof events may be under way in Rio Puerco, a majorarroyoin New
Mexico,as wellas in othersouth-westernchannels.For example,the drychannelof Rio Puerco,
althoughpreviouslytrenchedto depths of 13 m, is now less than four m deep nearits mouth.
This is due to depositioncaused by very high sediment loads producedby the rejuvenated
drainagesystem.
The complexresponseobservedduringexperimentsand in the field is apparentlya quest
for a new equilibriumby a complex system. In fact, the changesdocumentedin Figure 6 are
minoras comparedto those accompanyingmajorperiodsof aggradationor degradationwhich
result from major climatic or base level changes. Under these circumstancesthe complex
responsebecomesepisodicerosionand deposition.
It is well establishedin the geomorphicliteraturethata majorreductionof base level will
causeprogressivedowncuttingand readjustmentof the streamgradientsuntil a new gradedor
equilibriumsituationhas been developed. In fact, the fluvial system may not be capableof
regradingin this waywhen sedimentmovementis great(Hey, 1979).For example,the fan-head
trenching described earlier (Fig. 2) representedan episodic growth of the fan. Periods of
deposition and growth are interruptedby brief periods of incision and reworkingof the
previouslydepositedsediment.
Where major incision has occurredin alluvium and relativelyweak rocks, evidence of
pausesin the erosionaldowncuttingare found, but this is usuallyattributedto some external
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influence,such as variationsin climate,the rateof base-levelchange,or variationsin the ratesof
upliftof the sedimentsourcearea.HoWever,recentstudiesin the DouglasCreekdrainagebasin

of westernColorado
Theinvestigation
ofrecent
supporttheideaof discontinuous
downcutting.
erosionalhistoryof this valleyshowsthatmodernincisionof the valleyfill beganafter1882.Yet,
therearefour surfacesnow presentbelowthe two pre-I882 surfaces(Fig. 7). These surfacesare
unpaired,discontinuousterracesthat elsewherehaveusuallybeen explainedby the shiftingof a
channellaterallyacrossthe valley floor,duringprogressivedowncutting(Davis, I902). In the

In fact, duringpausesin
DouglasCreekValley,however,downcuttingwas discontinuous.

downcuttingtherewasdeposition.The denudationschemeas sketchedon Figure7 portraysthe
sequenceof eventsin this Iooo km2drainagebasinin westernColorado.That is, duringincision
of the main channel,thereis rejuvenationof tributariesand a progressiveincreasein sediment
yield from upstream.Sedimentloads become so greatthat downcuttingceasesand deposition
begins. Deposition continuesuntil it is possiblefor the channelto incise againand to continue

thedown-cutting
process.

The Douglas Creeksituationappearsto conformto the observationsof Born and Ritter
(1970) who mappedsix discontinuousand unpairedterracesat the mouth of Truckee River,
where it enters Pyramid Lake in Nevada. A reductionof the water level in PyramidLake
reduced the base level of the lower Truckee River, but instead of simple downcutting
commensuratewith the loweringof the base level, the channelin fact paused as many as six

times.
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FIGURE7.

A. Sketchof Douglas Creekvalleyshowingerosionsurfacesformedsince I882. Age of surfacesis basedon tree-ring
datingand historicaldata.Note burialof treesby deposition.Surfaces5 and 6 werepresentbeforemodernerosion
began after 1882.

B. Summaryof behaviourof Douglas Creek.Verticalsegmentsindicateincisionor deposition,horizontalsegments
periodsof relativestability.Source:Womackand Schumm, 1977
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Gage (1970) cites an example of rapid deposition, which caused aggradation from 3 to 25 m
in the Waiho River of New Zealand. This glacier-fed river then proceeded to clear the deposited
sediment over a period of a few weeks. The erosion produced a flight of 3 m terraces. Gage
attributed this and similar events to Io-year weather patterns, and he cautioned that if some of
these terraces were preserved they could easily be mistaken for surfaces of considerable
antiquity.
Other examples can be cited of multiple unpaired terraces that may have formed as a result
of rapid but episodic incision similar to that which occurred in the Douglas Creek Valley (Davis,
1902; Small, 1973), and the terraces of the Rangitata River in New Zealand (Fig. 22B) the Snake
River and the Shoshone river in the U.S. are possible examples.
Another influence that can produce episodic erosion is armouring. As a channel degrades it
the coarse fraction of its sediment as a gravel or cobble lag which protects the
concentrate
may
channel. This armour can provide a protection that prevents further incision until a flood occurs
that breaches the armour. In this case both intrinsic and extrinsic controls act to produce
episodic erosion.
During an experimental study of gully erosion the sediment used contained a small fraction
of granules and pebbles, that progressively armoured the incising channel (Begin, 1979). What
was of interest, however, was the manner in which sediment production was influenced by the
armour (Fig. 8). Sediment production declined exponentially with time, as in experiments
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without the development of armour, but the effect of the armour eventually caused a very abrupt

and significantdecreaseof sedimentproduction.
Apparently,as the armourformed, it decreasedthe amountof sedimentcontributedby
bed erosion,but the flow attackedthe banksand widenedthe gully. Hence, the armourdid not
obviouslyinfluencethe quantityof sedimentproduced.However,a point was reachedat which
channel widening and bank erosion ceased, and the channel then flowed on the armourand
could not acquire a large load from the banks. The abruptness of the decrease of sediment
production is startling, and reminiscent of the decrease in the Colorado River sediment in the
I940s (Schumm, 1977, p. 326).

Begin's experimentswere run at constantdischarge,but in a naturalsituationthe armour
would be breachedby high discharges.Destructionof the armourand its renewalby further
reworkingof alluviumwould producepulses of sedimentfrom the channel.
An analogy to episodic erosion that occurs under constant conditions is provided by the

hydraulicbehaviorof Medano Creek in Great Sand Dunes National Monument, Colorado
(Beanand Schumm, I979). A steadyflow fromthe Sangrede CristoMountainsmoves through
a cobble-bed channel until it enters the aeolian-sand-bed channel near the mountain front. In
the sand channel antidunes form and wash out, thereby causing large variations of channel

roughness.Wateris storedin the roughantidunereachesand it is releasedas a surgewhen the
antiduneswashout. A pulsatingflowis generatedby this processthatconvertsthe steadyflowto
surges with a periodicity of about 30 seconds. The surges, although only about 2 cm high, can be
followed downstream for at least 2 km. The pulsating flow is not a result of variations in external
controls, rather it is generated by the repeated crossing of bed-form thresholds under steady
flow conditions.
In summary, the concept of geomorphic thresholds leads away from the generally accepted
ideas of progressive erosion and progressive response to altered conditions. Rather the fluvial
system must hunt for a new equilibrium (complex response) and when the change is major it is
overwhelmed by the quantity of sediment that requires movement and the results are episodes
of erosion and deposition (episodic erosion). The processes, when understood, provide a basis
for the development of a revised model of geomorphic evolution and for predictive geomorphology.
APPLICATIONS

The concepts of geomorphic thresholds, complex response and episodic erosion have significant
applications to classic geomorphic problems as well as to modern land management and river
engineering problems.
Landscape Evolution
It is stimulating to consider the grand changes of a landscape during the millions of years of its
erosional evolution. Unfortunately, this overview provides little assistance to those concerned
with the short-term behaviour of landforms, as the previous discussion suggests.
The reason that most models of geomorphic evolution are unsatisfactory for short-term
interpretation is that they are oversimplified, and this is largely because they are based on very
limited information. For example, the extrapolation of average denudation rates from a ten-year
record to a thousand or million years of erosional evolution of a landscape produces a model of
landscape evolution that is based on an assumption of progressive slow change, which probably
is not correct (Gage, 1970).
The criticism of the Davis geomorphic cycle in the writings of Penck and John Hack reflect
their concern with this simplistic model. Some years ago, Lichty and I (i965) attempted to
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FIGURE9. Diagramillustratingchangeof channelgradientduringdifferenttime spans.Source:SchummandLichty, I965

A. Progressivereductionof channelgradientduringcyclic time. During gradedtime, a small fractionof cyclic time,
the gradientremainsrelativelyconstant.
B. Fluctuationsof gradientaboveandbelowa meanduringgradedtime. Gradientis constantduringthe briefspanof
steadytime.

resolve some of the controversy by considering the landscape during very different spans of
time. The time required for the denudation of a landscape was subdivided into cyclic, graded
and steady time periods (Fig. 9). Under the category of cyclic time are time spans of geologic
duration, that is, the period of time required for the denudational evolution of a landscape. For
example, during this period, one expects an essentially exponential decrease of stream gradient,
which is a landscape component that reflects changes in the fluvial system. However, cyclic time
can be subdivided into graded time and steady time periods. During graded time, average
gradient will remain relatively constant, but there will be, through time, fluctuations about this
mean. Graded time, therefore, conforms to the definition of graded stream, as expressed by
Mackin (I949). During the very short period of steady time, there is no change. When
considering a landscape or its components, it is helpful to think in terms of the time spans and
how a landscape is altered during the time spans under consideration. In short, the period of
time referred to as being cyclic or geologic in duration can be represented by the Davis curve
showing the erosional evolution of the landscape (Fig. io). Of course, it seems unlikely that
denudation will continue for such an appreciable period of time without interruption by climate
change or by isostatic adjustment. So the smooth curves presented by Davis (Fig. io) and by
Schumm and Lichty (Fig. 9A) can be expected to be complicated. For example, the progressive
erosion of a region will probably cause short but dramatic periods of isostatic adjustment (Fig.
ii). With an essentially constant rate of denudation a condition is reached when isostatic
compensation is necessary, and this probably takes place during a short period of relatively rapid
uplift (Schumm, 1963).
It is understood that a change of an external variable will interrupt the progress of the
geomorphic cycle, and changes of stream profile and variations of gradient during graded time
are readily understood as reflecting variations of discharge and sediment load (Fig. 9B).

Divides
'

'_.

~

VaOlleyFloors
Time -FIGURE Io.

The Davis geomorphiccycle as usuallypresented
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Nevertheless, Figure 9 poses a problem. It is difficult to imagine how the graded time curve
(Fig. 9B) can be compatible with the cyclic time curve (Fig. 9A). The progressive reduction of
gradient shown on Figures ga and io seems reasonable, but this in turn prevents a graded
condition from developing until 'old age' (Fig. io). Conversely, if graded conditions exist, then
progressive reduction of the valley floor and stream gradient is impossible.
This line of reasoning apparently requires the elimination of either the concept of
progressive erosion or grade. However, there is an alternative solution. If valley floors (Fig. Io)
and stream gradients (Fig. 9A) do not evolve progressively but change rapidly, during brief
periods of instability that separate longer periods of grade, then a model incorporating both
progressive change and grade can be proposed.
Another important aspect of landscape denudation is that, as a landscape changes, the
components of the landscape, hill-slopes, tributaries, and main channels, will not necessarily be
adjusted to one another or be graded. That is, a channel adjusting to uplift may not be able to
cope with the effects of the rejuvenation in the watershed upstream. Hence, an actively eroding
system will be continually searching for a stability that cannot be maintained (complex response
and episodic erosion). Interestingly enough, Davis was to some extent aware of this problem.
For example, when the diagram illustrating the geomorphic cycle that was prepared by Davis
himself is inspected(Fig. 12), it is apparentthat partof his scheme is missing in Fig. io. For
example, following a description of the erosion cycle (Davis, I899, p. 254-255) Davis returns to

Ime
FIGURE I i.

-

The effectof isostaticadjustmenton the geomorphiccycle. Source:Schumm, 1963a
A. Hypotheticalrelationof ratesof uplift (25 feet per iooo years)and denudation(3 feet per iooo years)to time.
B. Hypotheticalrelationof drainagebasin relief to time as a functionof uplift and denudationshown in A)
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The geomorphiccycle accordingto Davis (I899)

the topic of valley deepening and the effect of sediment load on this process, and he clearly states
that downwearing of the valley floor may not be a continuous process. That is, at some stage the
main river adjusts by aggradation to the increased quantities of sediment being delivered from
upstream, and a valley-fill deposit is formed within the valley. This is shown by the broken line
C, E, G on Figure 12. Davis, thus, envisaged a period of aggradation during the progressive
erosion of the drainage basin. This concept was also stated in an earlier paper (Davis, I895, p.
130).

The deduction of Davis that deposition will naturally follow initiation and presumably
rejuvenation of a drainage system was a very astute one. This idea seems to have been ignored;
nevertheless, the possibility that deposition takes place naturally within the drainage system is
of great importance.
In summary, it appears that an uplifted drainage system will have difficulty in disposing of
all the sediment delivered to its major channes from minor tributaries and interfluve areas, and
sediment will be stored within the system. The sediment may be stored until an intrinsic
threshold is exceeded and erosion is renewed. Depending on the volume of sediment that is to be
eroded and the distance to base level, the river may be unable to adjust and a period of erosional
and depositional complexity results.
When the concepts of geomorphic thresholds, complex response, and episodic erosion are
applied to landscape evolution the model becomes as summarized by Figure 13, which is
essentially a modification of the left side of the Davis scheme shown in Figures io and 12 (youth
and early maturity), but the progress of denudation is interrupted by periods of isostatic
adjustment. As in Figures io and 12, the upper line of Figure I3A represents divide elevations
and the lower line valley-floor elevations. The divide elevations probably change as shown by
Figure I3A. That is, only major external influences affect the divides, and they are subjected to a
relatively uniform downwearing. However, if the valley floor is considered in greater detail over
a shorter span of time (Fig. I3B), a stepped pattern of valley floor reduction emerges, as a result
of storage and flushing of sediment from the valleys. This model ignores variations due to
external influences, and it shows a system that is in dynamic metastable equilibrium (Chorley
and Kennedy, 1977).
A steady state equilibrium involves fluctuations about an average, but a metastable
equilibrium occurs when an external influence carries the system over some threshold into a new
equilibrium regime. The effects of external variables on equilibrium systems are expected, but
in the case of landscape denudation the dynamic metastable equilibrium may reflect the
response of the system to inherent geomorphic thresholds (Schumm, 1973), that is, the
accumulation of sediment to an unstable condition. When a geomorphic threshold is crossed,
the drainage system will be rejuvenated, and the complex response will come into play (Fig.
i3C). Figure I3C shows periods of instability separated by longer periods of dynamic equilibrium or grade. Because periods of erosion are followed by periods of deposition, the bedrock
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FIGURE
13. Modifiedconceptof geomorphiccycle.
A. Erosion cycle, as envisionedby Davis (brokenline), following uplift, and as affectedby isostatic adjustmentto
denudation.
B. Portionof valley floorin A above, showingepisodicnatureof decreaseof valley-flooraltitude.
C. Portion of valley floor in B above, showing periods of instability separated by longer periods of dynamic
equilibrium.Source:Schumm, 1977

floorof the valleyis reducedin a steplikemannerthroughtime, as shown by the brokenlines.
Hence, separatingthe periods of erosion there will be periods of deposition and storage of
alluvium. In addition, during these periodsof relativestability,channelpatternmay change
from straightto increasinglysinuous,as the natureof the sedimentthat is moved throughthe
channel changes (Schumm, 1963b). Hence, sinuosity may also increase to a condition of
incipientinstability,whena largefloodcancausean abruptshorteningof the rivercourse,of the
type documentedby Fisk (1944) for MississippiRiver.
If episodic erosion takes place, many of the details of the landscape,small terraces,and
recent alluvialfills do not need to be explainedby the influenceof externalvariablesbecause
they developas an integralpartof systemevolution.The Davis curveof Figure io averagesout
these variationsduringcyclic time (Fig. 9A).
It is unlikely that episodic erosion and the dynamic metastableequilibriummodel of
landform evolution will apply in situations of low relief and low sediment yield. Therefore, it is
suggested that it will dominate during the early stages of landform evolution (Fig. 14) and today
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valley floors in youth by episodicerosion(dynamicmetastable
equilibrium)and laterby progressiveerosion(dynamicequilibrium).Source:Schumm, 1977

FIGURE 14. Diagramsillustratingerosionalevolutionof

in areas of high relief and high sediment production. The dynamic equilibrium model will apply
during later stages of the geomorphic cycle.
The model of landscape evolution advanced in Figures 13 and 14 may seem to pose
the usual appeal to
mecourse
landscape details, but of
problems for the interpretation of some
climate fluctuation or tectonics is no solution. In fact, one need not attempt to explain all of the
details of a landscape as a result of climate change or diastrophism because some of the
complications are inhrent in landscape evolution. To one concerned with river stability and
erosion control this model may be of considerable aid, because it suggests that it is possible to
recognize unstable components of the landscape through the identification of geomorphic
threshold slopes, and to take measures to prevent further development of the instability (Patton
and Schumm, 1975).
In geologically and geomorphically homogeneous regions the high variability of sediment
yield and run-off characteristics of drainage basins may also be explained by this model, that is,
even within the same geomorphic region, similar drainage basins need not be producing
comparable quantities of sediment, as sediment is stored and flushed. In effect, the revised
model explains why the attempt to relate geomorphic variables to hydrology has been successful
but less satisfying than one would like.
Terraces and pediments
If, as described above, channels incise as the result of the
and
of
intrinsic
thresholds,
early cycle erosion is episodic, then it may not be possible
exceeding
to correlate some erosional and depositional surfaces except locally. For example, it is well
known that in a piedmont region stream capture causes dissection and abandonment of terraces
(Ritter, 1972) and pediments Uohn Rich, 1935, Charles Hunt et al., 1953), yielding a history of
episodic erosion unrelated to external variables.
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Figure 15 showspedimentdevelopmentat the baseof an escarpment.This is the situation
thatexistsalongthe baseof the BookCliffsbetweenGrandJunction,ColoradoandPrice,Utah.
Streamsdrainingfrom the Book Cliffs transportcoarsesediments,and they requirea steeper
gradient than the piedmont streams that are eroding into shale (Fig. I5a). The aggressor shale
streams (A), therefore, have a lower gradient, and the higher streams are vulnerable to the

captureby shale streams(Figs 15b and c).
There are four erosionsurfacesthathavebeen preservedon the Mancosshalein this area.
The high-level surfaces are beautifully developed pediments with very clear contacts between
the shale bedrock and the overlying gravels. In a longitudinal section the pediments sweep away
from the cliffs in a smooth curve; however, where the contact can be seen in transverse sections
the bedrock surfaces of the pediment are very irregular (Carter, 1979), but at most locations the

irregularityof the redrocksurfaceis maskedby the alluvialor graveldepositsabove it.
The shale streamsat the base of the scarp(Fig. 15) erodea broadpiedmontareaat a level

a,

b

c

/

:

FIGURE 15. Developmentof multiplepedimentsby streamcapturealongan escarpment.Captureof the high-levelstream

by the southernstream(A) will forma secondpedimentlevel (a, b). Continuederosionof the weakerpiedmontrocksby
the northernstreamA will eventuallycause captureand shift of the channelto the northernlowland to form a third
pediment(c.) Source:Carter,1977
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below the gravel-bearing streams, and their tributaries produce an irregular shale surface at this
low level. When capture of the high level stream takes place, the gravels from the scarp inundate
this lower surface and convert it from an irregular bedrock surface to a smooth gravel-covered

surfacethat is a new lower-levelpedimentsurface.
The multiplepedimentlevels in this areacan be attributedto streamcapturewithoutany
external influence, although it is probable that, during the erosional history of the area, changes
in the level of the Colorado River and climate changes have influenced pediment development.
Nevertheless, the pediment surfaces can be explained primarily as a result of the normal and

intrinsicprocessof streamcapturein this area.
The concept of geomorphicthresholdsand episodic erosionis particularlyimportantin

this respect, because the geomorphologist cannot automatically assume that each erosional or

depositionaldiscontinuityin the landscapeis a resultof externalinfluence.
To summarize,whenthe influenceof externalvariablessuchas isostaticupliftis combined
with the effectsof complexresponseand geomorphicthresholds,it is clearthat denudation,at
leastduringthe earlystageof the geomorphiccycle, will not be progressive.Rather,it shouldbe
comprised of episodes of erosion separatedby periods of relative stability, a complicated
sequence of events. Much of this complexity is the result of a delayed transmissionof
information through the system. That is, channel changes that take place near the mouth of a
drainage basin following incision are in response to the conditions at that time and location.
Therefore, the channel at that point is not prepared for the subsequent changes that its incision

induces within the system upstream;hence, downcuttingis followedby depositionwhen the
upstreamresponseoccurs (Figs 6 and 7). Applicationof the new concepts thereforfe,yields a
revision of the standard geomorphic cycle from that of Figure io to that of Figures 13 and

14.

Practical applications
Gully erosion The concept of geomorphic thresholds is useful in identifying those
conditions at which a landform is incipiently unstable. Following this identification some action
can be taken either to prevent failure from occurring or to minimize the effect of the change
when it does occur. For example, regime equations are an attempt to design a stable channel
based on the forces acting on the materials forming the perimeter of a canal. A critical velocity is
identified above which erosion will take place, and the canal is designed so that this velocity will
not be exceeded.
Erosion begins at some extrinsic threshold condition of tractive force or shear. Recent work
by Graf (979) in small valleys near Evergreen, Colorado has demonstrated that one can locate
the threshold value of tractive force at which a valley is going to be subjected to gullying. Figure
i6 shows this relationship between the density of vegetation on the valley floor, (biomass), and
tractive force. It is clear that for a given biomass there is a critical tractive force at which incision
of the valley floor will take place, and for a given tractive force there is a minimum value of
biomass below which the valley floor becomes unstable and gullying begins.
Changes of both biomass and tractive force can be the result of land-use changes and
climatic fluctuations, which weaken valley-floor vegetation and which increase peak discharge
and tractive force. However, with external influences unchanged, the tractive force can be
increased if the valley-floor slope is steepened by aggradation, an intrinsic control.
Elsewhere in western Colorado the relationship between drainage area and valley-floor
inclination (Fig. i) permits identification of a threshold valley-floor slope above which incision
of the valley floor is likely to take place. However, the task is difficult because in small drainage
basins there are other factors that act to obscure this relationship. For example, unless climate,
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land use, and vegetative cover are essentially uniform throughout an area, the valley-floor slope

criterionmay be masked.
More recent studies along the Chalk Bluffs of north-easternColorado(Bradley, I979)
showed that valley width is also an important variable. In these small drainage basins narrowing
of the valley increases the depth of flow and tractive force or stream power, which in turn causes
erosion on gentler slopes in the narrower valleys. A ratio of critical valley slope to valley width
incorporates these two variables and when plotted against drainage area, a plot similar to that of
Figure i results. However, instead of a threshold line there is a zone in which both gullied and
ungullied valleys plot (Fig. 17). This obviously is a more realistic relation considering the other

variablesthat have not been included.
Furtheranalysisof the data of Figure i, which involvedthe estimationof Io-year flood

discharge and calculations of the tractive force exerted on the valley floor by that flood, showed
that when plotted on logarithmic paper, a zone rather than a line of discrimination exists
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between gullied and ungullied valleys (Begin and Schumm, 1979). The higher the ungullied
valley plots, the greater is the tractive force exerted on the valley floor and the greater is the
probability of incision of that valley (Fig. I8).
In addition to the desirability of identifying incipiently unstable valley floors, it is also
desirable to determine after failure or gullying if deposition and healing will occur. The concept
of complex response assures that this will take place, but in order to accelerate the process
geomorphic studies may be able to suggest where in the valley aggradation is most likely. At
least for five trenched channels that location is in a reach of little tributary contribution

(Schumm, 1961). If further work supports this tentative conclusion steps can be taken to
accelerate the healing process at these locations.
The variability of sinuosity and pattern changes from meandering to
River patterns
braided proved excellent examples of the effect of both intrinsic and extrinsic threshold
conditions. Fisk (i944) and Winkley (1970) show that the sinuosity and length of the Mississippi
River varies dramatically through time. Sinuosity decreases to a minimum when an avulsion or a
series of cut-offs straighten the channel. Such changes can be related to major changes of
sediment load or an increase of peak discharge, but they can also be due to a progressive increase
of sinuosity with an accompanying reduction of channel gradient to the point where aggradation
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and cut-offs or avulsion result. Such a situation appears to exist along the sinuous parts of the

Rio Puercoarroyo,New Mexico, wheremeanderamplitudehas increasedto the point that in
some reachessedimentis being depositedin the upstreamlimb of eachmeander,and the bends
are being cut off (Schumm, 1977, Fig. 9.3). These changes reflect an intrinsic control by the

channelpatternitself.
The workof Lane(1957)andLeopoldandWolman(1957)indicatesthatthereis a gradient
or discharge threshold above which rivers tend to be braided (Figs 19 and 20). The experimental
work reported by Schumm and Khan (1972) shows that for a given discharge, as valley-floor
slope is progressively increased, a straight river becomes sinuous and then eventually braided at
high values of stream power and sediment transport (Fig. 4). Rivers that are situated close to the

meandering-braidedthresholdshould have a history which is characterizedby transitionsin
morphologyfrom braidedto meanderingand vice versa.
The suggestionmadehere is that if one can identify the naturalrangeof patternsalong a
river, then within that range the most appropriate channel pattern and sinuosity probably can be
identified. If so, the engineer can work with the river to produce its most efficient or most stable
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channel. Obviously, a river can be forced into a straight configuration or it can be made more
sinuous, but there is a limit to the changes that can be induced beyond which the channel cannot
function without a radical morphologic adjustment as suggested by Figure 4. Identification of
rivers that are near the pattern threshold would be useful, because a braided river near the
threshold might be converted to a more stable single-thalweg stream. On the other hand, a
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meandering stream near the threshold should be identified in order that steps could be taken to

preventbraidingdue perhapsto changesof land use.
In most casesit will be difficultto determineif a riveris susceptibleto the typeof treatment
discussed in the preceding sections. Perhaps the best qualitativeguide to river stability is a
comparisonof the morphologyof numerousreaches,and the determinationof whetheror not
there has been a change in the position and morphologyof the channel during the last few
centuries.Anotherapproachmight be to determinethe position of the riveron the LeopoldWolman (1957) or Lane (1957) gradient-dischargegraphs(Figs 19 and 20). If a braidedriver
plots amongthe meanderingchannelsor vice versa,it is a likelycandidatefor changebecauseit
is incipiently unstable.

An example of the way that this could be done is provided by the ChippewaRiver of
Wisconsin (Schumm and Beathard, 1976), a majortributaryto the Mississippi River. The
Chippewa River rises in northern Wisconsin and flows 320 km to the Mississippi River, entering
it 120 km below St Paul. It is the second largest river in Wisconsin, with a drainage basin area of
24 600 km2.

From its confluence with the Mississippi to the town ofDurand 26-5 km up the valley, the
Chippewa is braided (Table I). The main channel is characteristically broad and shallow, and it
contains shifting sand bars. The bankfull width as measured from U.S. Geological Survey
topographic maps is 333 m. The sinuosity of this reach is very low, being only i o6. However, in
the 68 km reach from Durand to Eau Claire, the Chippewa River has a meandering configuration with a bankfull width of 194 m and a sinuosity of 1-49. The valley slope and channel
gradient are different for each reach of the river. The braided section has a gentler valley slope
than the meandering reach upstream, 000035 as opposed to ooo00040,
contrary to what is
expected from Figures 4 and 5, but the situation is reversed for channel slope. The braided
reach has a channel gradient of 0-00033, whereas the meandering reach has a gradient of
0-00028.

There is no evidence to suggest that the Chippewa river is either progressively eroding or
aggrading its channel at present. In fact, the river below Durand has remained braided during
historic time. It has maintained its channel position and its pattern, but a significant narrowing
as the result of the attachment of islands and the filling of chute channels has occurred
downstream of Durand, which resulted in a recent decrease in channel width of over 40 per cent.
The only other change in the lower river is a noticeable growth of its delta into the Mississippi
valley. The delta deposits show increased vegetational cover as well as progradation into the
Mississippi River valley.
TABLE I
ChippewaRivermorphology

Location

Channel
pattern

Valley Channel
Channel
slope
slope
tan.
width
tan.
(m)
Sinuosity (ft.lmile) (ft./mile)

Below
Durand

Braided

333

io6

0-00035
(I183)

0-00033

Above
Durand

Meandering

194

1-49

0-0004
(2'I4)

0-00028
(1-46)

Buffalo
Slough

Meandering

212

1-28

0800305

0(00027

(183?

(1-76)

(1-43)
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The relations described by Leopold and Wolman (1957) and Lane (1957) provide a means
of evaluating the relative stability of the modern channel patterns of the Chippewa River. The
bankfull discharge was plotted against channel slope on Figure 19 for both the braided and the
meandering reaches of the Chippewa. The value used for the bankful discharge is 53 082 cfs,
which is the flood discharge having a return period of 2-33 years. The braided reach plots higher
than the meandering reach, but both are well within the meandering zone, as defined by
Leopold and Wolman. This suggests that the braided reach is anomalous; that is, according to
this relation the lower Chippewa would be expected to display a meandering pattern rather than
a braided one. Even when the 25-year flood of 98 4I6 cfs is used, the braided reach still plots
within the meandering region of Figure I9.
When the Chippewa data are plotted on Lane's graph (Fig. 20) the same relation exists.
The Chippewa falls in the intermediate region, but within the range of scatter about the
regression line for meandering streams. Again the braided reach is seen to be anomalous because
it should plot much closer to or above the braided stream regression line. The position of the
braided reach as plotted on both figures indicates that this reach should be meandering.
This conclusion requires an explanation that can be based on the geomorphic history of
Chippewa River. For example, there is an as yet unmentioned significant morphologic feature
on the Chippewa River flood-plain. This is Buffalo Slough, which occupies the south-eastern
edge of the flood-plain (Fig. 21I). It is a sinuous remnant of the Chippewa River that was
abandoned, and it is evidence of a major channel change in the Chippewa River valley (Table I).
Flow through Buffalo Slough has decreased during historic time, and indeed flow was
completely eliminated in I876, when the upstream end of Buffalo Slough was permanently
blocked. The abandonment of the former Buffalo Slough channel by the Chippewa River is the
result of an avulsion, but one that took many years to complete. The channel shifted from
Buffalo Slough to a straighter, steeper course along the north-western edge of the flood-plain.
This more efficient route gradually captured more and more of the total discharge. The new

Claire

\V

0

1 2 3

miles
FIGURE21.

Map of lowerChippewaRiver.The riveris braidedbelowDurand,Wisconsin.BuffaloSloughis an old course
of ChippewaRiver. Source:Schummand Beathard,1976
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Chippewa channel produced a divided flow or braided configurationdue to a higher flow
velocity and the resultingbankerosion.As the new channelgrew, the old coursedeteriorated
and eventuallyits dischargewas so reducedthat the Mississippiwas able to effectivelydam the
old channelmouth with naturallevees and plug its outlet.
The sinuosity of Buffalo Slough is approximatelyI-28. Although sinuosity is usually
defined as the ratio of stream length to valley length, it is also the ratio of valley slope to channel
slope. A sinuosity of 1-28 is, therefore, the ratio of the present valley slope, 0-00035, to a channel
slope of about 0-00027. This channel slope value is very similar to the channel slope of the
therefore,the meanderingpattern of the
meanderingreach upstreamof Durand, -00ooo28,

Buffalo Slough channel was appropriate.Although delta constructionwas responsible for

the lower valley slope of the lower Chippewa River valley, the Buffalo Slough channel had a
gradient that was not appreciably different from that in the upstream reach. Channel sinuosity
decreasedfrom 1-49 to 1-28 in a downstreamdirection,therebymaintaininga channelgradient
of about 0O00027.

This sinuous channelcould not have transportedthe largeamountsof sedimentthat the
presentbraidedchannelcarriesto the MississippiRiver,or it too wouldhavefolloweda straight
braidedcourse.Therefore,the presentsedimentload carriedby the ChippewaRiveris greater
than that conveyed by the Buffalo Slough channel, but this is due almost entirely to the
formationof the new straight,steep,braidedchannel,whichis 12I m widerthanthe old sinuous
BuffaloSloughchannel.It appearsthat the lowerChippewahas not beenableto adjustas yet to
its new positionand steepergradient,and the resultingbed and bankerosionhas suppliedlarge
amountsof sediment to the Mississippi. The normalconfigurationof the lower Chippewais
sinuous,andif it couldbe inducedto assumesucha pattern,the high sedimentdeliveryfromthe
Chippewacouldbe controlled.An appropriatemeansof channelstabilizationandsedimentload

reduction in this case is the development of a sinuous channel.
Since the above suggestions were made (Schumm and Beathard, 1976), more detailed
studies of the Chippewa River basin indicate that upstream sediment production must be
controlled, especially where the upper Chippewa River is cutting into the Pleistocene outwash
terraces. If the contribution of sediment from these sources were reduced, the lower Chippewa
could resume its sinuous course.
An indication that the pattern conversion of the Chippewa could be successful if the
upstream sediment sources were controlled is provided by the Rangitata River of New Zealand.
The Rangitata River is the southernmost of the major rivers which traverse the Canterbury
Plains of South Island. It leaves the mountains through a bedrock gorge. Above the gorge, the
valley of the Rangitata is braided (Fig. 22A), and it appears that the Rangitata should be a
braided stream below the gorge, as are all the other rivers which cross the Canterbury Plain.
However, below the gorge, the Rangitata is meandering. A few miles farther downstream, the
river cuts into high Pleistocene outwash terraces, and it abruptly converts from a meandering to
a braidedstream(Fig. 22C). The braidedpatternpersiststo the sea. If the Rangitatacould be
isolated from the gravel terraces, it probably could be converted to a single-thalweg sinuous
channel, because the Rangitata is obviously a river near the pattern threshold.
Other New Zealand rivers are near the pattern threshold and therefore, they are susceptible to pattern change. In fact, New Zealand engineers are attempting to accomplish this
pattern change in order to produce 'single-thread' channels which will cause less flood damage
and be less likely to acquire large sediment loads from their banks and terraces. For example the
engineers of the Marlborough Catchment Board in Blenheim, New Zealand have had success in
converting the Wairau River, a major braided stream, from its uncontrolled braided mode to
that of a slightly sinuous, single-thalweg, relatively more stable channel (Pascoe, 1976). The

RangitataRiver, New Zealand.
A. Above the gorge.
B. Meanderingreachbelow gorge.
C. Braidedreachbelow reachof terraceerosion

FIGURE22.
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increase in sinuosity is only from i o to I 05, and this was accomplished by the construction of
curved training banks. On Figure 19 the Wairau River plots close to the threshold line, and with
the reduction of sediment load produced by bank stabilization it appears that the pattern
threshold can be crossed successfully.
Farther to the south near Kaikoura, the Kowhai River is being modified in the same
manner as was the Wairau (Thomson and MacArthur, 1968). Whereas much of the sediment
load in the Wairau River is derived from bank and terrace erosion which can be controlled, high
sediment loads are delivered to the Kowhai River directly from steep and unstable mountain
slopes. On Figure 19 the Kowhai River plots well above the threshold line, and without a major
reduction in upstream sediment, it may be difficult to maintain a single-thalweg channel at this
location.
The variability of the Rangitata River pattern indicates that braided to single-thalweg
conversions should be possible for the Chippewa and Wairau Rivers. However, not all braided
rivers can be so readily modified, as this depends on their position with regard to the line
defining the pattern threshold on Figure 19.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The concepts advanced here provide, it is hoped, a basis for truly predictive and applied
geomorphology. The fact that, at least locally, geomorphic thresholds of instability can be
defined quantitatively suggests that they can be identified elsewhere and then used as a basis for
recognition of potentially unstable landforms in the field. This approach provides a basis for
preventive erosion control. Using geomorphic principles the land manager can spend his
limited funds in order to prevent erosion rather than spending it in a piecemeal fashion to
attempt to restore seriously eroding areas to their natural conditions.
In addition to the applications described previously, the complexity of erosional behaviour
and the variability of sediment production will be of considerable interest to sedimentologists
(Schumm, 1977). If the papers appearing in a recent volume on fluvial sedimentology (Miall,
1978) are any indication, the concept of geomorphic thresholds is a welcome addition to the
sedimentologist's bag of tricks (Heward, 1978; Minter, 1978, p. 805; Nami and Leeder, 1978, p.
439).
Newtonian physical principles are utilized by engineers to control the landscape and by
geomorphologists to attempt an explanation for the inception, evolution, and character of
geomorphic situations, but their predictive power is reduced by the complexity of the field
situation. For example, an increase in gravitational forces would probably not everywhere cause
an equal acceleration in erosional rates. That is, increasing stress may not produce commensurate strain, but local failures will occur. Thus, the application of stress over time will not
everywhere have the same result especially as the system to which stress is applied is itself
changing through time. The logical consequence of the above situation, as outlined in this
paper, is that high magnitude events will not everywhere produce dramatic erosional events;
rather the result depends on the character of the geomorphic system.
Geomorphic thresholds can be of two types, intrinsic or extrinsic, depending on whether
the crossing of the threshold is due to influences that are internal or external to the landscape.
Fan-head trenching, arroyo cutting, gully development, stream capture, river pattern change,
meander cut-offs can be due to both, and it is the geomorphologist's responsibility to identify
each type and to advise the engineer and land manager how to work with, rather than against,
the natural forces that modify landforms. For example, if a river is considered as a dynamic
entity with a history, then its relative stability and propensity for change can be more fully
comprehended. In many cases, channel instability may, in fact, be a natural and predictable
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adjustment geomorphic controls. This perspective can be expected to have potential for the

betterunderstandingof riversand their management.
Erosionor depositionis not alwaysprogressiveandthe crossingof thresholdsin high relief
situations may lead to episodic erosion or deposition, which can significantly affect sediment

yields and the correlationof pediments,terraces,and alluvialdeposits.
As demonstrated,threshold and episodic erosion concepts have practicalimplications.
They can be used to explain anomalous erosion features and to predict future erosional and
deposition changes that will occur, either as a result of man's activities or as a normal part of the
erosional and depositional evolution of landscape. They also lead to a modified version of the
geomorphic cycle of erosion (Fig. 13) which stresses dynamic metastable equilibrium at least in

the earlystagesof the cycle (Fig. I4).

NOTES
I. At the January,I979 annualmeetingof the Instituteof BritishGeographersI presentedthe guest lectureon the topicof
geomorphicthresholds.The presentationwasessentiallya reviewof pastresearchby me and by my students,the resultsof which
havebeen publishedin the proceedingsof threegeomorphologyconferencesheld at the StateUniversityof New York,Binghamton
(Schumm, 1973,1975, 1979)and of an AmericanSocietyof CivilEngineersSymposiumon inlandwaterwaysheld at ColoradoState
University (Schumm and Beathard, 1976). In addition, the results and their implicationshave been summarizedin a book
(Schumm, I977). Nevertheless, both Professor Eric Brown and Dr David Stoddart invited me to preparemy remarksfor
on the groundsthat the ideashad not receivedwide disseminationamongEuropeangeomorpholopublicationin the Transactions
gists. I haveborrowedliberallyfromthe previouspublicationsin orderto do this. Those thatarefamiliarwith my workwill findthis
paperredundant,others, I hope, will find it of interestand of use.
2. The ideaspresentedherewere developedduringseveralresearchprojectssupportedby the U.S. ArmyResearchOffice,
NationalScience Foundationand ColoradoAgricultureExperimentStation. I thankMichaelHarvey,New ZealandMinistryof
Works,for his helpfulreview.
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